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Abstract — Crosstalk is a critical defect affecting image quality in multiview lenticular 3D displays.
Existing optimization methods require tedious computations and device-speciﬁc optical measurements,
and results are often suboptimal. We propose a new method, on the basis of light ﬁeld acquisition and
optimization, for crosstalk reduction in super multiview displays. Theory and algorithms were
developed, and experimental validation results showed superior performance.
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1

Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) display technologies have been
studied for decades with various ways to produce high-ﬁdelity
3D scenes.1 The lenticular 3D display technology, based on a
sheet of cylindrical lenses (lenticulars) overlaid onto a LCD
screen, is relatively simple to implement, and its quality of
3D image reconstruction appears adequate for numerous
commercial 3D products and applications.2
The key element of lenticular 3D display is to render an
accurate synthetic image, which is mapped and synthesized
from mulitiview images.3 A universal rendering rule is to
determine the view number of a given point in LCD plane
by Philips’ method.4 Although the implementations are
simple and speedy, its algorithm often generates a 3D display
with quite poor quality. The inability to completely isolate
left/right image channels for left/right eyes often results in
crosstalk – the content from one channel is partly presented
in another channel.5 Two different approaches are commonly
used to reduce the crosstalk effects6,7: (1) to incorporate extra
elements, for example, parallax barriers, pixel masks, or add a
timing control scheme; and (2) to correct subpixel values in
the synthetic images to minimize the crosstalk. Examples
include crosstalk coefﬁcient calculation8,9 or weighted value.3
All of these methods reduce crosstalk in the viewpoints
reasonably well. However, drawbacks of these approaches
include the following: (1) device-speciﬁc – they need precise
measurements of optical parameters for each display device
in order to maximize the crosstalk reduction; or (2) tedious
and error-prone computations. Hence, the efﬁciency in

display device calibration and 3D display performance is often
suboptimal for high-quality 3D display productions.10
To solve this problem, we propose a light ﬁeld concept to
optimize lenticular 3D displays. The light ﬁeld, proposed by
Levoy and Hanrahan,11 characterizes the radiance ﬂowing
through all the points in each possible direction.12 The
ultimate goal of 3D display systems is to render a “perfect”
display11,13 – reproducing the light ﬁeld L generated by
real-world physical objects, as if the objects contained in 3D
images are placed in front of the lenticular sheet. Theory
and algorithms were developed, and experimental validation
results showed superior performance (in Section 4).

2
2.1

Technical description
Overview of the proposed method

We developed algorithms for optimization based on light ﬁeld
framework. Experiment is conducted for multiview


pﬃﬃ
rendering-N-views*† (N∈ tjt∈Zþ ; i ¼ t=9; j ¼ t; i∈Zþ ; j∈Zþ )
on a nine-view 3D display hardware, with the resolution of
H × W and ﬁeld of view of 15.3o. In this paper, the continuous
light ﬁeld in the real world is down-sampled to a discrete light
ﬁeld. We use II~, II, L~, L to represent the initial synthetic
image, target synthetic image, emitted light ﬁeld captured by
camera, and target light ﬁeld, respectively.
The goal is to produce the emitted light ﬁeld L~ and
optimize it, such that the difference between emitted light
ﬁeld L~ and the target light ﬁeld L is minimal. A schematic
of our technique is shown in Fig. 1. A 3D lenticular display
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FIGURE 1 — Overview of our proposed light ﬁeld decomposition method.

consists of a lenticular sheet and an LCD panel. The
lenticular sheet is composed of an array of slanted cylindrical
lenses. The physical structure of a cylindrical lens is shown in
Fig. 2, where C represents the base plane of the cylindrical
lens, p is the lenses width, and q is the distance between C
and the focal plane. When a light ray (green real line) from
a point on the t-axis pass through cylindrical lens, the its
direction changes and becomes parallel with the line, which
connects the emitting point and C (as the yellow dotted line

FIGURE 2 — The structure of a cylindrical lens.
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in Fig. 2).3 When synthetic image displayed on LCD plane,
there are H × W × 3 rays emit from the LCD plane that pass
through the lenticular sheet (in Fig. 3). Correspondingly,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
H= NW= N3 rays could be captured at the n-th position
(assuming each pixel has three R, G, B sub-pixels).
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
H= NW= N represents the resolution of the captured
(m = 1 ~ N , n = 1 ~ N) photographically
image l
mnðcaptureÞ
acquired by the camera after image preprocessing. The
parameters of our display system in our experiments are listed
in Table 1. In our algorithms, we render the ﬁnal synthetic
image on the basis of the following six-step procedures:
(1) Obtain the initial synthetic image II: (i) Synthetic image
of each point II~m(m = 1 ~ N) is rendered when the m-th
view image turned on at maximal intensity while others
turned off (refer to Philips’ method4); (ii) we obtain the
initial synthetic image aggrega∪ted from II~m as: II ¼
~

∪N
m¼1 IIm (in Fig. 4(a)). II contains information of N
points synthetic images.
(2) Capture for the light ﬁeld: Display each II~m and
photographically acquire images with a moving camera
after capture images’
recorded as
l
mnðcaptureÞ
preprocessed (anti-distortion, 2D projection and
interesting region extraction). A nonlinear mapping
Vsub = Mr_sp(X) from radiance value X to acquired image
subpixel0 value Vsub similarly adopted in the literature14
is recovered (in Section 2.4) for light ﬁeld images l
mn .
(3) Generate the light ﬁeld: (i) All the light ﬁeld images in (2)
are combined for an emitting light ﬁeld L~ ; (ii) The actual
camera positions for each movement are exactly
calibrated during the photographically acquisition in (2)
(in Section 2.2), and the target light ﬁeld L can be
computed according to the actual camera positions.
(4) Establish the mapping rules from synthetic image
displayed on LCD plane to the viewing plane: We

FIGURE 3 — Preset camera capture positions (N), including nine preset viewpoints marked with red squares
(real line) and (N  9) intermediate non-viewpoints with green squares (dotted line), taking N = 36 for example.
H × W × 3 rays approximate inﬁnite numberpof
aﬃ real light ﬁeld. These rays emit from LCD and passed through
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ rays in
pﬃﬃﬃ
the lenticular sheet to the image plane. H= NW= N3 rays can be captured at the n-th position (n = 1 ~ N).

reversely searched explicitly from wL~. Details are
shown in following sections.

TABLE 1 — Parameters of the 3D lenticular display in our experiment.
Parameters

Speciﬁcation

Slant angel α
LCD size
LCD resolution (H × W)
Width of cylindrical lenses p
View number

15.524
21.50
1080 × 1920
0.5406 mm
9

o

determine s an one-to-one mapping (recorded in a lookup-table) from points on LCD plane (synthetic image) to
viewing plane by rays back-projection method in the
study of Pei et al.3
(5) Compute the optimization matrix: Find the optimization
matrix w: min||L  wL~||2. We solve the optimization
problem by a maximum likelihood method –
seeking a w that maximizes the likelihood function
P(L| w) (in Section 2.3).
(6) Render the target synthetic image II: With an optimal
matrix w, the optimization synthetic image II can be

2.2

Emitting and target light field acquisitions

In this section, the acquisition of the emitting and target light
ﬁeld will be discussed:

2.2.1

Emitting light field

We acquire the emitting light ﬁeld using a moving camera as
follows: ﬁrst, we determine nine viewpoints of nine-view
hardware in front of the display device, at the best viewing
distance. N/9 equal divisions are deﬁned between two
neighbor viewpoints, providing nine viewpoints and N  9
non-viewpoints (in Fig. 3). Then, each point synthetic image
II~m is displayed and photographically acquired at N positions,
in turn, by a ﬁxed focus moving camera. For example, when
the camera at position 1, point synthetic image II~m(m from
1 to N) is displayed sequentially, and we acquired and

FIGURE 4 — (a) Lm in red square denotes the m point light ﬁeld, which contains N light ﬁeld image l
mn ; and IIm in green square denotes the m point
synthetic image. (b) Non-residual crosstalk imagination intensity distribution map for N-view hardware display system.
~
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~
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recorded each captured image as l
(after preprocess
m1ðcaptureÞ
and pre-ﬁlter. The important of image pre-ﬁlter will present
in Section 3.3). The emitted light ﬁeld L~ is aggregated as



N
N
L ¼ ∪N
m¼1 Lm ¼ ∪m¼1 ∪n¼1 lmn and the light ﬁeld image lmn
(in Fig. 4(a)) can be reversely mapped by a nonlinear
mapping,Mr_sp, from camera captured image l
mnðcaptureÞ
(details in Section 2.4).
We preprocess the original captured images for l
mnðcaptureÞ
as follows:
The interest region (the 3D display device’s screen) on the
undistorted captured view image is not usually a regular
rectangle, so a perspective transformation is performed on
the image by homograph matrix, H, which can be calculated
through four corresponding pairs of points from irregular
image and regular image.15 The four points for irregular
image are taken as the four corners (xk , yk) (k = 0, 1, 2, 3) of
the 3D display device’s screen, and the four points for regular
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
image are (0, 0), (0; W= N),(H= N, 0),(H= N, W= N) (in
Fig. 5(b)).

2.2.2

Target light field

Because the preset positions of the camera are not precisely
known during the camera movements, we calibrate the actual
camera positions when we compute the target light ﬁeld. A
MATLAB Toolbox is used for multi-cameras’ calibration. When
the camera moved horizontally to capture views of the light
ﬁeld at each point, a calibration board was put between 3D
display device and camera also captured to facilitate the
camera position calibration (in Fig. 5(a)).
The target light ﬁeld, L, of real camera positions is
obtained through a non-residual crosstalk imagination
intensity distribution map for N-view hardware display
system. Two eyes receive two and only two different
view images’ rays at maximal simultaneously wherever
(in Fig. 4(b)).

2.3

Optimization matrix w

In this section, we ﬁrst ﬁnd the optimization matrix w, w.r.t
min||L  wL~||2. We then calculate the target synthetic
image II.

Because the relative physical position between the
lenticular sheet and the LCD plane is unchangeable for a
ﬁxed display device, the H × W × 3 rays’ optical paths from
II~m1 displayed on LCD to the N capture positions are the
same as the rays emitted from another point synthetic image
II~m2(m1 ≠ m2). All the optical paths are calculated by the rays
back-projection method (in Fig. 3),3 and a Look-Up-Table
LUT1 records the indexes from points on LCD plane to the
points of viewing plane, i.e.,

L ¼ LUT 1 ðII Þ

In our algorithm, the light ﬁeld L~ is presented as a matrix
with dimension (H × W × 3 , N) (in Fig. 6(a)) and the LookUp-Table changes to LUT2 accordingly. Each column, l
m , of
L~ records the light ﬁeld of the m-th point, and
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ

l
mn ðn  1Þ:H= NW= N3 þ 1:nH= NW= N3,
n from 1 to N) is the photographically acquired point light
ﬁeld image.
The representation of L may either be exact L = wL~ or
approximate, L ≈ wL~, satisfying minkL  wL k22 . The
proposed model suggests that for L the relation, L = wL~ + v
with a Gaussian white residual vector v with variance σ 2. w
is sought that maximizes the likelihood function P(L| w). lm
and l
m represent the m-th column of the light ﬁeld L and
L~, respectively. We assume that lm is drawn independently,
readily providing: PðLjwÞ ¼ ∏N
Pðlm jwÞ . Because
n 
2 m¼12 o pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
  



P lm jl ; w ¼ exp  wl  lm =2σ = 2πσ 2 , it can be
m

m

computed using the following equation:

  
d lm
Pðlm jwÞ ¼ ∫P lm ; l
m jw


2
2
¼ const∫ exp wl
m  lm =2σ
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(2)

l
m probability was estimated from 100 light ﬁelds, and a
 

function g l
to approximate the
m ¼ βlm 1 was proposed
 
,
the purple curve in
,
P
l
probability density function of l
m
m
Fig. 6(b)). β is calculated by a parameter estimation method.
Eq. (2) can be given by

FIGURE 5 — (a) A calibration board is captured for camera positions calibration during the light ﬁeld acquisition process. (b) Interest
region (the 3D display device’s screen) extraction.
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(1)

FIGURE 6 — (a) Mapping rules from synthetic image to light ﬁeld and the ﬁnal representation of initial light ﬁeld; (b) probability density function (PDF) of
the m-th point light ﬁeld (l
m ).

   

 ’



2
2
2
2
c∫ exp wl
exp l
m  lm =2σ ≈c ∫ exp wlm  lm =2σ
m 1 d lm

(3)
0

number zi for each subpixel on acquired image. We may write
the nonlinear function, Mr_sp, of the original radiance value, li,
at the subpixel as

c and c represent two different const values. The overall
problem therefore turns into

¼ arg

XN

 

maxlm P lm ; l
m jw
m¼1
n
XN

2

maxlm wl
minW
m  lm
m¼1

arg maxW

  o

þ γl
m 1

(4)

An iterative method is used to solve Eq. (4), which includes
two steps in each iteration: We ﬁrstly calculate the l
m using a
simple gradient descent procedure; secondly, we update the
w using16

w

ðnþ1Þ


XN
ðnÞ 
¼ wðnÞ  ρ m¼1 l
m T w lm  lm

2.4

sp ðli Þ

(7)

We assume that Mr_sp is smooth and i ranges over
subpixels of the digitized photographs. In this set of
equations, zi and li are known and the function Mr_sp is
unknown. We wish to recover the function Mr_sp that best
satisfy the set of equations of Eq. (7) in a least-squared error
sense, so our goal is to minimize the following quadratic
objective function:

E¼

XN
i¼1

zi  Mr

sp ðli Þ

2

þα

XN
i¼1

Mrsp 0 0 ðli Þ;

(8)

(5)

Once an optimal matrix w is calculated, the optimization
synthetic image II is obtained with a reverse look up
explicitly as

II ¼ LUT 1
2 ðwL Þ

zi ¼ Mr

(6)

where N is the number of subpixel. The scalar α weights the
smoothness term relative to the data ﬁtting term. We use a
three-parameter function t(x) = α + βxγ to characterize the
response function Mr_sp.
Because the subpixel values in the middle of their range
are more reliable and the function Mr_sp becomes monotonic
in the vicinity of its saturation value, we add a weighted
function ω(z), which decays to zero at both ends of the
subpixel value range.

Mr_sp mapping function fitting

This section presents our algorithm for recovering the Mr_sp
response function from radiance value (light ﬁeld image l
mn )
;
that
is,
to subpixel0 value on acquired image l
mnðcaptureÞ
 

lmnðcaptureÞ ¼ Mrsp lmn .
The ﬁtting algorithm is similar to the algorithm in the study
of Debevec and Malik.14 We take a number of digitized
photographs from the same scene with same exposure (the
lighting changes can be safely ignored). After the camera
scanning and digitization processes, we obtain a digital

w ðz Þ ¼

z  zmin

z ≤ ðzmin þ zmax Þ=2

zmax  z

z > ðzmin þ zmax Þ=2

where zmin = 0 and zmax = 255 in our experiments. We modify
Eq. (8) to a weighted energy function as
E¼

XN

γ wðzi Þ
i¼1 1

þα

XN

zi  Mr

γ wðzi ÞMrsp
i¼1 2

0 0

sp ðli Þ

2

(9)

ðli Þ
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γ1 and γ2 are the scalar terms. The ﬁnal ﬁtting result is shown
in Fig. 7.

3
3.1

Results and discussion
Crosstalk measurement

The method we proposed is able to improve image quality
effectively. A camera was moved horizontally to measure the
intensity in a range of viewing position at a predetermined
viewing distance. We obtained N black-and-white test images
by lighting each view image in turn on the display screen.
For these tests, only subpixels corresponding to a certain view

image were turned on at maximal intensity and all other
subpixels were turned off. Then, we measured each captured
image’s intensity, respectively, along the horizontal direction.17
Figure 8(a) and (b) show the optical output of a lenticular
nine-view auto stereoscopic display before and after
optimization, respectively. Take the point “a” and “b” for
example. In Fig. 8(a), when the second view reaches the
maximum intensity of 0.97, the luminance of the ﬁrst and third
view is approximately 0.24 and 0.12, which causes a signiﬁcant
crosstalk at point “a”. However, our proposed method shows
superior performance: Both two unintended views have
intensity values close to 0. This demonstrates that the image
observed through the lenticular sheet at “b” has an equivalent
effect of the second view image. Figure 8(c) shows the result
of 36-view, the red curves indicate the viewpoints, and pink
ones represent non-viewpoints for the nine-view hardware.
Because the angle of two points for 36-view α = FOV/
36 = 0.41o, two neighboring view images are exactly similar.
Although the luminance of the ﬁrst is almost 0.9 at the point
“d”, no evident crosstalk appears (the center panel in Fig. 9).

3.2

FIGURE 7 — Recovered response curves for response function Mr_sp.

View number for mapping

The commonly used metric mean squared error was used to
evaluate the result, MSE ¼ L  wL22 =ðNHW3Þ ,
which was converted to the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) = 10log10(2552/MSE). Larger the PSNR implies L
is closer to wL~. It is obvious that the more views in
rendering the closer the light ﬁeld generated is to that
produced by real-world physical objects. The emitted light

FIGURE 8 — Visibility of different perspective views for an example lenticular multiview auto stereoscopic display when viewed from
different horizontally spaced observation points, with crosstalk reduction (a) without crosstalk reduction for nine-view, (b) the proposed
method for nine-view, (c) the proposed method for 36-view, (d) the experimental platform for crosstalk measurement.
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FIGURE 9 — Lower left panel and enlarged right panel: without optimization, corresponding to point “d” in
Fig. 8(a); Upper left panel and enlarged center panel: proposed optimized crosstalk reduction method,
corresponding to point “c” in Fig. 8(c).
TABLE 2 — Mapping view number comparing.
Number of mapping views (N)
PSNR

9

36

30.75

45.62

FIGURE 10 — (a), (b), and (c) (/(d), (e) and (f)) are the intermediate results without (/with) Gaussian ﬁlter. The green curves in (a) and (b)

(/(d) and (e)) are
 the
 probability density function of lm. The other color (except for green) curves
 in (b), (c) (/(e), (f)) illustrate approximate
functions of g l
with
different
parameter
β,
and
the red curve represents the function g l
m
m approximating the probability density
function of l
m in our experiments.

TABLE 3 — Comparison of results.
Method
Computation complexity
Time for setting up a new display
device
View number
Crosstalk measurement at viewpoint
Crosstalk at non-viewpoint
Display quality

Philips4

Crosstalk
coefﬁcient8

Weighted
value3

Oversampling

Subpixel
multiplexing18

Light ﬁeld
acquisition

Low
2.5 h

High
5h

Low
4.5 h

Low
4h

High
8h

Low
3h

7
24.5%
Much
Low

9
15.4%
Much
Medium

9
9.7%
Much
High

27
23.4%
Not too much
Medium

27
14.8%
Less
High

36
5.2%
Less
High
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ﬁeld thus has higher similarity to the target light ﬁeld, as
shown in Table 2. Figure 9 shows the display result a point
“d” and “c” in Fig. 8.

3.3

The importance of image l
mn pre-ﬁlter

Difference in image qualities of photographical image
acquisition results in diverse optimization light ﬁeld results,
and a pre-ﬁlter, like the Gaussian ﬁlter, is essential for the
optimization. Figure
10(b) and (e) shows the estimation result

for function g lm in optimization process. Figure 10(c) and (f)
presents the PSNR values with different iterations without
and with image preprocessing, respectively. Because of the
image noise inﬂuence, PSNR fails to reach ﬁnal convergence.
Taking N = 9 for example, when n = 105, PSNR = 30.02. But as
the iteration number n continually increases, PSNR declines
again as the Fig. 10(c) shown. After applying Gaussian ﬁlter
on acquired images l
mn , we were able to obtain the maximum
value 30.75 of the PSNR and a converged result. The area of
the yellow polygon S in
(e) represents the
 Fig.
 10(b) and

and
P
l
.
The smaller the
differences between g l
m
m
difference is, the closer the optimized light ﬁeld converges
to the target light ﬁeld. S is approximately 0.058 and 0.074
with and without the Gaussian ﬁlter, respectively.

4

Impact

Table 3 compares the existing 3D synthetic image mapping
systems. Philips Research Laboratories4 adopted seven-view
architecture to populate individual views that reach the
observer’s eyes. Zhou8 developed a method to correct
subpixel values in the synthetic images, for example, crosstalk
coefﬁcient calculation. Pei3 considered all arriving rays to
derive each subpixel’s weighted value to alleviate crosstalk
and smooth fusion of different views and the subpixel
multiplexing method for 3D lenticular display.18 We modiﬁed
view number parameter in Philips to obtain oversampled
synthetic image. We measure the crosstalk as the
Section 3.1 mentioned – with N black-and-white test images
by lighting each view image in turn on the display screen.
Crosstalk can be ﬁnally mathematically deﬁne as


Crosstalk ¼ leakage= signal þ leakage 100%;
where “leakage” is the luminance of light that leaks from the
unintended channel to the intended channel and “signal” is
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the luminance of the intended channel. Experimental results
validate that the proposed method is simple and superior
enough for high-quality 3D display productions.
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